






MAC OS:

1. Open a Terminal window on the MAC.

a. The Terminal program is found at: Applications -> Utilities -> Terminal

2. From within Terminal, type ls /dev

a. This will list all the devices found on the system.

3. Verify the existence of tty.usbserial[…..]A and tty.usbserial[…..]B

a. Examples:

i. tty.usbserial-TIWNK5JQA 

ii. tty.usbserial-TIWNK5JQB

If these items are not listed, the drivers are not properly installed.  

4. Hidden applications claiming the device

Within the Windows environment, at times the ILT1000/5000 device may be “attached” to a hidden application or 

process.  If this is the case, all the DataLight applications will report “No Devices Found” (CLI will scan all ports and exit 

immediately, not finding anything).  The best indication that this scenario can be found in Device Manager, specifically 

under “Universal Serial Bus controllers”.  Within this branch of the Device Manager tree, locate the USB Serial 

Converter B device.  This is the device connected to the ILT1000/5000 unit.  If there are more than one device 

connected to the system, there will be more than one USB Serial Converter B.  With no ILT software running, the 

“Advanced” properties tab of the USB Serial Converter B should show up as indicated below:
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If the device is somehow being claimed by another program or process, the Advanced tab will not be present (see 

below).  It is Windows way of not allowing the VCP (Virtual COM Port) to be disabled while it is in use.  For the same 

reasone, the Power Management is also missing in the figure below.

A good test to understand if this is the issue involves attaching a another ILT1000/5000 device and see if it is recognized

by an ILT application.  If the hidden program is only attaching to a specific COM port, or only to the first device found, a 

2nd device should show up properly.

5. Mouse driver claiming the device

It has been documented in Microsoft support forums that, at times, a mouse driver will attach to the FTDI driver’s USB 

Serial Port.  In this case, the mouse driver would attach to the ILTx000 radiometer.  To test if this may be the issue:

1. If a USB-mouse is not connected, and one is handy, connect it before connecting the ILTx000 radiometer.  If 

this is the conflict, the mouse driver will likely attach to the actual mouse and not to the ILTx000.

2. Connect a single ILT1000 and UNcheck the following configuration item:  Device Manager -> Ports (COM & LPT)

-> USB Serial Port (COM ##) -> Properties -> Port Settings -> Advanced -> Serial Enumerator.  And Reboot the 

system.   The understanding is that UNchecking this setting prevents system devices (a mouse for example) 

from using this port. 
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